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 Neoliberal Populism in Latin America and Eastern
 Europe

 Kurt Weyland

 How do democracies enact drastic market reforms that impose considerable short-
 term costs on large sectors of the population? What tactics do political leaders use to
 make such painful measures, which could trigger unrest and endanger democratic
 stability, politically viable? In addressing these important questions, some authors
 have resorted to the concept of populism. Roberts and Weyland have claimed an
 unexpected compatibility of populist politics and neoliberal economics in contempo-
 rary Latin America.' Presidents Alberto Fujimori in Peru, Carlos Menem in
 Argentina, and Fernando Collor in Brazil won elections through populist tactics,
 enacted drastic market reforms upon taking office, and often managed to maintain
 popular support. Despite the great hardships of structural adjustment, neoliberal
 populists Fujimori and Menem won democratic reelection.

 This combination of political populism and economic liberalism challenges estab-
 lished theories of populism. Scholars used to associate populism with nationalist,
 inward-looking economic policies, which flourished during the "easy" stage of
 import-substitution industrialization from the 1930s to 1950s. Yet the resurgence of
 populism in the 1980s contradicted this argument, and the recent coincidence of
 political populism and economic liberalism has discredited it further. Also applying
 a substantive, policy-oriented notion of populism, liberal economists drew a stark
 contrast to economic populism, which they identified with excessive government
 spending and other irresponsible, inflationary policies.2 The adoption of market
 reforms by populist leaders casts doubt on these arguments as well. The recent con-
 nection of populism and neoliberalism thus calls for a theoretical reconsideration.

 The hypothesized compatibility of political populism and economic liberalism-
 the possibility, but not necessity, of their coexistence-is also of great practical rele-
 vance. The political success of Fujimori and Menem suggests that populist leaders
 can enact drastic adjustment without provoking massive unrest. Thus, authoritarian
 rule is not required for imposing painful reforms.3 Contrary to previous pessimistic
 arguments, democracy and market-oriented change are compatible.

 Yet, while populists can enact neoliberal reforms under democracy, it is doubtful
 whether they will institutionalize the new market model. Populist leaders are reluc-
 tant to limit their personal latitude by creating firm institutions. They may refuse to
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 respect universalist market rules and keep interfering in the economy for political
 reasons. Populism may therefore be unsuitable for consolidating neoliberalism.
 Populists can also use their concentrated power and widespread popular support to
 distort, limit, and even suspend democracy, as in Peru and Russia. The surprising
 combination of economic liberalism and political populism therefore holds opportu-
 nities but also risks for marketization and democracy.

 The new arguments about the coexistence of populism and neoliberalism are
 based on Latin American cases only. Is this compatibility region-specific or general-
 ly valid? To address this issue, I employ a "different systems" approach; I compare
 the politics of economic liberalism in Latin America and eastern Europe to assess
 under what conditions political populism accompanies market reform. These two
 regions differ along many dimensions, including historical background, culture, eco-
 nomic system (mixed economy versus state socialism), and preceding institutional
 framework (authoritarianism versus posttotalitarianism). If the hypothesized compat-
 ibility of political populism and economic liberalism can nevertheless be found in
 these different settings, neoliberal populism is more than just a Latin American
 peculiarity.

 To uncover the causes of neoliberal populism, this article applies a more system-
 atic research design than existing analyses. Previous typological case studies focused
 only on experiences of neoliberal populism, thus selecting cases on the dependent
 variable. To avoid the potential pitfalls of this procedure, I examine contrasting cases
 that differ in the causal factors most frequently invoked, the strength and character of
 political institutions and the depth of economic problems.4

 The Concept of Populism

 The concept of populism, which scholars have used in vastly different ways, needs
 clarification. It clusters into multidimensional and unidimensional definitions; the
 latter subdivide into political and economic concepts.

 Multidimensional notions define populism through a combination of political,
 economic, social, and cultural characteristics. They thus tie populist politics to cer-
 tain socioeconomic structures,5 advances in social mobilization,6 and deep-seated
 cultural values7 or to a combination of such factors.8 However, in practice populism's
 different characteristics do not appear as a coherent syndrome. For instance, populist
 politics can surface at different stages of socioeconomic development, not just under
 the conditions of the classical populism of the 1930s to 1950s, as the experience of
 Latin America's new democracies attests. Strict multidimensional definitions there-

 fore have inordinately narrow applicability.
 To make multidimensional notions broadly usable, Roberts has reconceptualized

 populism as a radial category.9 Accordingly, full-fledged populism combines several
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 political, economic, and social characteristics, whereas rudimentary versions fulfill
 only some of these criteria. Roberts' innovative redefinition seeks to preserve a mul-
 tidimensional notion of populism by relaxing the necessity for its various character-
 istics to appear together. This proposal suffers, however, from a problem plaguing all
 radial categories. Rather than forcing conceptual clarification, radial categories may
 cover up divergences in definitions by subsuming different concepts under the same
 term.

 To avoid these problems, I apply a unidimensional concept of populism. The lead-
 ing competitors in this camp are economic and political notions. Economic definitions
 of populism emphasize expansionary economic policies and programs that distribute
 benefits to the poor without taxing the rich, thus undermining budget equilibrium and
 fueling inflation.'0 However, since such "irresponsible" measures have been adopted
 by a wide range of presidents, from the nationalist Juan Per6n to the socialist Salvador
 Allende and the conservative Jose Sarney, this economic definition is of limited use in
 analyzing the politics of populism.II A political definition, which leaves the associa-
 tion of populist politics with socioeconomic structures or economic policies open for
 empirical investigation, is clearly preferable.

 I therefore define populism as a political strategy with three characteristics.12 A
 personal leader appeals to a heterogeneous mass of followers who feel left out and
 are available for mobilization; the leader reaches the followers in a direct, quasi-per-
 sonal manner that bypasses established intermediary organizations, especially par-
 ties;13 if the leader builds a new or revives an old populist party, it remains a person-
 al vehicle with a low level of institutionalization.14 Several Latin American and East

 European leaders who enacted market reforms fall under this political definition of
 populism, especially Menem, Collor, Fujimori, Carlos Andres Perez in Venezuela
 (1989-93), Boris Yeltsin in Russia, Lech Walqsa in Poland, and to some extent
 Leonid Kuchma in Ukraine. Menem, Collor, Fujimori, Perez, and Yeltsin were deci-
 sive in initiating neoliberal reform. While Walqsa took office after Poland's shock
 program had been introduced, he maintained it virtually intact and helped prevent a
 popular backlash against it. Kuchma, finally, started drastic market reform in
 Ukraine, but his populist credentials are ambiguous. He has often used populist tac-
 tics but has been close to established sociopolitical forces. Thus, Menem, Collor,
 Fujimori, Perez, Yeltsin, Walqsa, and less clearly Kuchma exemplify the current
 coexistence of populism and neoliberalism.

 Sources of Compatibility between Populism and Neoliberalism

 Political populism and economic liberalism are indeed compatible. They can but do
 not necessarily coexist. Their compatibility rests on shared visions and goals. Both
 contemporary populism and liberalism see individuals, not groups, as the building
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 blocks of economy and politics and advocate an unmediated relationship between
 individuals and the state. In populism, the people, viewed as an undifferentiated
 "mass," face a leader in a direct, quasi-personal relationship, established especially
 via television. In economic liberalism efficiency requires free competition, upheld
 by universalistic rules enforced by the state and undistorted by "rent-seeking" inter-
 est groups. Both contemporary populism and neoliberalism thus diverge from group
 approaches such as pluralism and corporatism, which emphasize the importance of
 intermediary associations as building blocks of "civil society" and links between cit-
 izens and the state.15

 However, since in practice interest groups have considerable political influence,
 both populism and neoliberalism have an anti-status-quo orientation. They share an
 adversarial relationship to organized civil society, condemn established politicians
 and government bureaucrats as serving "special interests," and accuse these "rent
 seekers" of undermining the collective good for the sake of particularistic benefits.
 This joint denunciation of group egotism provides a powerful ideological justifica-
 tion for neoliberal reforms that initially have fairly obvious losers, but unclear,
 uncertain winners.16 Neoliberal experts use populist attacks on "special interests" to
 combat state interventionism, while populist leaders employ the modern, rational
 recipes of economic liberalism to undermine intermediary associations, entrenched
 bureaucrats, and rival politicians who seek to restrict their personal latitude.

 To confront these vested interests populist leaders and neoliberal reformers need
 concentrated power. Therefore, they both seek to strengthen the executive branch and
 weaken rival institutions such as parliament. Despite their antistate rhetoric neoliber-
 al experts try to fortify the core of the state, especially the presidency, in order to
 impose structural adjustment.17 Populists support this concentration of power at the
 top of the state to enhance their personal leadership.18 Thus, populism and neoliber-
 alism coincide in their top-down approach to decision making.

 Based on these commonalities, populist leaders and neoliberal experts have
 entered an alliance in several countries with deep crises. Severe problems facilitate
 the rise of populist leaders by discrediting established politicians and providing an
 opportunity for demonstrating charisma. Grave difficulties also induce populist lead-
 ers to rely on neoliberal experts who offer a recipe for overcoming the crisis through
 bold reforms. Furthermore, the alleviation of the crisis yields broad support for pop-
 ulist leaders. Thus, open crises trigger the contemporary cooperation of populist
 leaders and neoliberal experts.

 In sum, populism and neoliberalism have some similarities, which underlie their
 current coexistence in several countries. There are also tensions, however. Neoliberal
 experts embrace universalistic principles and dislike the personalistic whims and
 political machinations of populist leaders. The latter, in turn, resent the restrictions
 that budget austerity and the need to attract investment impose on their latitude.
 Populism and neoliberalism therefore do not fuse, but under propitious circum-
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 stances they form an alliance, as manifested in the collaboration of Domingo
 Cavallo and Alvaro Alsogaray with Menem, of Carlos Bolofia with Fujimori, of
 Miguel Rodriguez with Perez, and of Yegor Gaidar and Anatoly Chubais with
 Yeltsin. This alliance between populist leaders and neoliberal reformers, whose core
 group are neoclassical economists influenced by international financial institutions,
 is more than a marriage of convenience but less than true love. Indeed, the populist-
 neoliberal alliance is not ubiquitous but arises only under propitious circumstances,
 especially party weakness, a directly elected presidency, and deep crisis.

 While these arguments apply to both regions, the populist/neoliberal connection
 is much stronger in Latin America than in eastern Europe for two main reasons.
 First, eastern Europe's aspiring populists did not have as clear an enemy against
 which to legitimate their leadership. State socialism collapsed irreversibly in eastern
 Europe, whereas Latin America's mixed economies retained many defenders. A wide
 range of successor governments in eastern Europe, not only populist leaders, initiat-
 ed profound market reform, and many Communists transmuted into "social democ-
 rats" and helped dismantle the command economy. Second, cleavage structures are
 more complex in eastern Europe than in Latin America, due to ethnic and religious
 divisions. Populist appeals to an undifferentiated "people" are therefore less feasible.
 Where populist leaders emerge, they often use ethnic-nationalist appeals and reject
 cosmopolitan neoliberalism.19 Therefore, while contemporary populism and neolib-
 eralism are generally compatible, they coexist more frequently in Latin America than
 in eastern Europe.

 Shared Rejection of the Status Quo

 The Attractiveness of Populist Outsiders for Neoliberal Reformers
 Contemporary populists and neoliberals support each other's efforts to transform the
 status quo and combat organized groups through drastic market reform. The initia-
 tion of neoliberal programs is facilitated by political outsiders' attaining government
 power. Insiders with close links to established sociopolitical forces are unlikely to
 dismantle the state-interventionist development model that benefited these vested
 interests the most. Outsiders, by contrast, can strengthen their clout by promoting
 policies that dislodge their predecessors' cronies inside the state apparatus and
 undermine the stranglehold of vested interests.20 Market reform is therefore more
 likely in regimes that allow for alternation in power and thus permit outsiders to rise.

 Since neoliberal reformers with their apolitical, technocratic orientation can not
 win mass support on their own, they often join rising outsiders. In Latin America's
 more established, consolidating democracies, outsiders need to apply populist tactics
 to garner broad support, dislodge the entrenched political class, and win office. By
 contrast, after the dramatic fall of Communism in eastern Europe, a variety of out-
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 siders, not only populists, have emerged. Latin American neoliberals virtually
 depend on populist leaders, whereas their East European counterparts set their hopes
 on populists or other outsiders. Therefore, the populist/neoliberal connection is
 tighter in Latin America than in eastern Europe.

 In Latin America neoliberals saw the emergence of populists, who lack a clear
 ideology, as an opportunity to advance their own cause. For instance, Argentina's
 Alsogaray, who had for decades preached the neoliberal credo in vain, saw the elec-
 toral victory of Peronist maverick Menem as crucial in finally promoting his ideas.21
 Similarly, Peru's free market enthusiast Bolofia hailed the meteoric rise of newcomer
 Fujimori as "an unprecedented opportunity."22 In eastern Europe neoliberals also see
 the rise of new political forces, including populists, as crucial for determined market
 reform. In their view, state socialism's collapse confounded vested interests and
 opened a "window of opportunity" for radical change.23 During this period of
 "extraordinary politics" outsiders, including populists, can win office and initiate a
 drastic, painful transformation.24

 Populist leaders, in turn, use neoliberal programs to attack influential interest
 groups, politicians, and bureaucrats. By undermining powerful actors who hemmed
 in their predecessors, populists enhance their personal leadership. Populist leaders
 also saw neoliberal programs as ready-made recipes to combat the severe crises that
 afflicted Latin America and eastern Europe in the 1980s. These crises allowed pop-
 ulists to assert their power and prove their charisma. This desire to document their
 "extraordinary" capacities can induce contemporary populists to enact bold market
 reforms that promise to "save" their countries, even at great risk. Thus, neoliberal
 experts and populist leaders have good reasons to collaborate.

 Party Weakness as Permissive Cause for Populism Under what conditions does
 populism arise in modern democracies? In stressing the adversarial relationship
 between populist leaders and intermediary organizations, the above definition of
 populism suggests a crucial permissive cause: weak intermediary organizations,
 especially inchoate parties. Where parties are highly institutionalized, they control
 recruitment and prevent outsiders from rising. Strong parties make their cadres
 climb a long ladder of positions before they reach national office. This lengthy
 career coopts politicians into established organizational networks. Strong parties
 thus block the ascent of populist mavericks.

 By contrast, where parties are inchoate, populist leaders face few organizational
 obstacles. Newcomers can attract popular support without joining established orga-
 nizations by appealing to voters who lack loyalties to existing parties. The very
 weakness of parties, which leads to constant infighting, frequent party switching,
 and cumbersome policymaking, discredits established politicians and makes them
 easy prey for populist challengers. Thus, party weakness, indicated by organizational
 fluidity and high electoral volatility, allows populist outsiders to emerge.25
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 The only way populists can rise in countries with strong parties is by capturing an
 established populist organization. Since in populist parties, such as Argentina's
 Peronists, organizational commitment is always mitigated by loyalty to personal
 leaders, populist aspirants find sufficient latitude inside these organizations and can
 mold them to their personal will after reaching top positions.

 In sum, populist leaders emerge under only two conditions: if parties are
 inchoate, or if populist aspirants can take over an existing populist party. By con-
 trast, where parties are strong, populist politicians remain marginal. Thus, party
 weakness or the presence of a populist party is a necessary, though not sufficient,
 condition for the rise of populist leaders (see Table 1).

 Table 1 Party Weakness or Rise of Executive via an Established Populist Party as a Necessary Condition
 for Neoliberal Poulism

 PARTY WEAKNESS PARTY STRENGTH

 RISE OF CHIEF
 EXECUTIVE VIA
 AN ESTABLISHED
 POPULIST PARTY

 RISE OF CHIEF
 EXECUTIVE
 OUTSIDE
 AN ESTABLISHED
 POPULIST PARTY

 Bolivia 1985(3) Argentina 1989(1)
 Peru 1985(3) Venezuela988/89(1)

 Bolivia 1989 Chile 1990, 1994
 Brazil 990(1) Uruguay 1985, 1990
 Peru Q(1) Czech Republic 1996
 Czechoslovakia 1990 Hungary 1990, 1994
 Poland 1989/90(1)
 Russia 1991(1)
 Ukraine 1994(1)(2)

 (1) Neoliberal populist governments are underlined. (2) Kuchma's use of populist tactics as an
 insider makes Ukraine an ambiguous case. (3) The combination of party weakness and rise of the
 executive via an established populist party could theoretically result in neoliberal populism,
 although there are no empirical examples in Latin America or eastern Europe.

 Sources: Mainwaring and Scully, pp. 17-20; Conniff; Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan, Problems of
 Democratic Transition and Consolidation (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996),
 chs. 15-21.

 The cases under investigation corroborate this argument. In Chile and Uruguay,
 with strong parties, populists have limited prospects.26 In Venezuela and Argentina,
 with institutionalized party systems, they rose only by taking over old populist par-
 ties, Acci6n Democratica and the Peronist Party.27 In the inchoate party systems of
 Peru and Brazil, by contrast, Fujimori, a complete unknown, and Collor, an outsider
 to the national political elite, rose virtually out of nowhere. Thus, the strength and
 character of parties are crucial preconditions for the emergence of populist leaders in
 Latin America.

 The same argument applies to eastern Europe, where posttotalitarian state social-
 ism left civil society amorphous and weak.28 The fluid, fragmented party systems of
 Russia, Poland, and Ukraine facilitated the election victories of populists Yeltsin and
 Walqsa and of Kuchma, an insider who used populist tactics.29 By contrast,
 Hungary's stronger parties helped to block the rise of populist leaders, such as
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 nationalist Istvin Csurka. And, while inchoate in the early 1990s, Czech parties
 quickly gained strength, leaving little room for populist leaders.30

 In sum, inchoate parties or an established populist party are permissive causes for
 the rise of populist leaders. However, Bolivia, Peru (1985), and Czechoslovakia
 (1990) suggest party weakness constitutes only a necessary, not sufficient, condition.
 Indeed, the relative differences in party strength in eastern Europe obtain at low lev-
 els of party institutionalization. Therefore, they can not fully account for the pres-
 ence or absence of populism. Additional factors, discussed below, condition whether
 populists emerge and adopt neoliberal policies.

 Distance from Political Parties After taking office, populist leaders have a distant,
 if not adversarial, relationship to parties. Besides weakening opposition parties, they
 often refuse to join and strengthen the organizations that helped them win power and
 support their government. The main reason is populists' desire to retain wide personal
 latitude. Since neoliberal experts want to shield the government from "rent seekers,"
 they often share this aversion to parties, especially where parties lack organizational
 discipline and programmatic commitment. Thus, populist leaders and neoliberal
 experts coincide in maintaining autonomy from these intermediary organizations.

 Neoliberal populists have indeed kept parties at bay or, if they emerged through
 an old populist party, subordinated them to their personal will and weakened their
 institutional strength. Fujimori never transformed his hastily created Cambio 90 into
 a regular party but has treated it as an appendix of the presidency. Collor refused to
 turn his electoral vehicle into a strong party by attracting the politicians who had
 supported his electoral campaign. Yeltsin has remained aloof from the proto-parties
 backing him. When campaigning for Russia's presidency in 1991, he refused to join
 Democratic Russia.31 In the parliamentary campaign of 1993 he refrained from sup-
 porting Russia's Choice, which most reliably supported his government. Similarly,
 Walqsa in 1990 promoted the dissolution of the Citizens' Committees, which sought
 to turn the amorphous Solidarity into a powerful party. As president, he did more to
 weaken than to strengthen parties.32 In the parliamentary contest of 1993 he intensi-
 fied rivalries among post-Solidarity groupings by founding his own electoral vehi-
 cle, tellingly baptized Non-Party Reform Bloc. But the governability problems
 caused by party fragmentation in Poland's semipresidential system induced Walqsa
 occasionally to advocate party strengthening, as in the debate over electoral rules in
 1991.33

 Even Menem and Perez, who rose through fairly strong populist parties, weak-
 ened their organizational strength after taking office. Both politicians won the presi-
 dential nomination as charismatic outsiders opposed by the established party leader-
 ship. Menem displaced the Renovation current, which had promoted party institu-

 tionalization, and put his own brother in charge of the Peronist Party. P6rez's efforts
 to take over Acci6n Democrdtica were less determined and successful. Yet, as the
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 party apparatus, antagonized by his populist tactics and neoliberal reforms, became
 increasingly distant from his government, Perez attacked the entrenched leadership
 by advocating internal party democracy. He thus combatted his own party, which in
 turn offered growing resistance to his reform efforts.34

 By contrast, nonpopulist presidents rely on parties and reinforce them. Presidents
 Patricio Aylwin and Eduardo Frei in Chile and Julio Sanguinetti and Alberto Lacalle
 in Uruguay and prime ministers J6zsef Antall and Gyula Horn in Hungary based
 their governments and their market reforms on party pacts. In contrast to populist
 leaders, nonpopulist chief executives work with and through parties.

 Neoliberal experts share populists' aversion to parties, especially if these organiza-
 tions lack discipline and programmatic commitment. In their view, parties give patron-
 age-hungry politicians and rent-seeking interest groups access to decision making.
 Parties thus undermine universalist market rules and help maintain privileges. Many
 neoliberal experts are therefore reluctant to join parties and dirty their fingers by partici-

 pating in "politicking." Carlos Bolofia in Peru, Miguel Rodriguez in Venezuela, and ini-
 tially Yegor Gaidar in Russia were especially strict in their technocratic, antiparty atti-
 tude.35 However, in eastern Europe's semipresidential or parliamentary systems where
 reformist governments depend on continuous legislative backing, this aversion is miti-
 gated by the need to build support, and neoliberal economists, such as Leszek
 Balcerowicz in Poland, are more willing to join parties. But, tellingly, they may main-
 tain their contempt for "politicians," as Czech prime minister Vaclav Klaus did.36

 Common Attack on Politicians and Bureaucrats In line with their distance from

 parties, contemporary populists focus their enmity on the established "political
 class."37 Personal leaders need adversaries, sinister forces from which they "have to"
 save the people. Whereas earlier generations of populists challenged powerful
 socioeconomic sectors ("the oligarchy"), politicians and government bureaucrats
 nowadays are the main targets of attack. Populists accuse this "political class" of
 misusing its power for its private benefit. In fact, Collor, Fujimori, and Kuchma
 (despite his background as an insider) used corruption charges to beat established
 politicians in elections. In addition, contemporary Latin American populists depict
 privileges demanded by politicians and granted by government bureaucrats as the
 main sources of the social inequality afflicting their countries, while East European
 populists, such as Walqsa, condemn the old Communist elite's success in transform-
 ing political power into economic assets through nomenklatura privatization. In both
 regions contemporary populist leaders thus depict the political class as their main
 adversary and wicked enemy of "the people."

 Neoliberal experts share this aversion, which plays into their efforts to roll back
 state intervention and liberate market forces from political interference. They blame
 patronage-oriented politicians and government officials beholden to "special inter-
 ests" for the cancerous growth of governmental activism in regulation and produc-
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 tion, which in their view has undermined efficiency. Neoliberal experts thus capital-
 ize on populist attacks on the political class to push through deregulation, privatiza-
 tion, and the dismissal of public officials.

 Adversarial Relation to Associations of Vested Interests Populist leaders and
 neoliberal experts also share an adversarial relation to many established interest
 associations. Populist leaders resent the efforts of intermediary organizations to
 restrict their personal latitude through ceaseless demands and forceful pressure. In
 the eyes of neoliberal experts, lobbying organizations allow vested interests to hinder
 economic restructuring. Therefore, populists and neoliberals coincide in keeping
 many sectors of business, labor, and professionals at bay.38 These intermediary orga-
 nizations, in turn, often resist market reforms. By maintaining organizational loyal-
 ties, they also shield their members from the appeals of new populist leaders. Thus,
 mutual aversion separates populist leaders and neoliberal experts from much of
 organized civil society.

 By contrast, populist leaders seek and find stronger mass support among unorga-
 nized sectors, such as Latin America's urban and rural poor and eastern Europe's
 white collar employees, shopkeepers, and nascent entrepreneurs. These segments,
 which lack institutionalized participation in national politics, see personal leaders as
 their main channels of access to the government. Populist leaders, in turn, use dis-
 proportionate backing from these segments to outflank the vested interests prevailing
 in organized civil society.

 Populist leaders who did not rise through old populist organizations with strong
 trade union links (such as the Peronist Party, Accion Democratica, and Solidarity)
 indeed received a disproportionately low vote share from organized sectors: in Latin
 America, segments of the middle and formal working class with their autonomous
 interest associations; in eastern Europe, blue collar workers and farmers, among
 whom Communist organizations had their firmest roots.39 Opinion polls reveal that
 these organized sectors also offer particularly weak endorsement of populists' per-
 formance in office.40 By contrast, unorganized sectors are more likely to support
 contemporary populists. In Argentina, Brazil, Peru, and Venezuela leaders' mass fol-
 lowing stems disproportionately from poorer segments, especially the urban infor-
 mal sector and the rural poor. In Poland and Russia's amorphous civil societies with
 their generally low levels of organization, this following is more variegated and fluid
 but often comprises a larger share of better-off sectors, such as white collar employ-
 ees, professionals, and emerging entrepreneurs. These urban, educated sectors were
 more alienated from the Communist regime, distant from its mass organizations, and
 receptive to promises of drastic change.41 Populist leaders mobilize these unorga-
 nized sectors and integrate them into politics, however sporadically and tenuously. In
 sum, contemporary populists have a distant, adversarial relationship to organized
 groups and draw disproportionate mass support from unorganized sectors.
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 Since established organizations are often unwilling to provide support, contempo-
 rary populists have weakened many of them. In particular, they have reduced trade
 union power by making labor laws more flexible, undermining unions' financial sus-
 tenance, and fomenting divisions in their midst. They have also maintained distance
 from many business associations, especially domestically oriented, protectionist sec-
 tors. Similarly, populist presidents have refused to engage in concertation with inter-
 est associations.

 Neoliberal experts have wholeheartedly supported these efforts to weaken inter-
 mediary organizations in order to limit rent seeking and create a clean slate for a
 market economy.42 Interest associations, in turn, have often opposed market reform.
 Trade unions have sometimes challenged neoliberalism head-on and, more frequent-
 ly, protected their constituents by seeking concessions that distort reforms, especially
 through insider privatization. More quietly, yet more effectively, protectionist busi-
 ness sectors have resisted neoliberal efforts to expose them to stiff competition and
 eliminate subsidies, tax breaks, and safeguards against bankruptcy. Thus, mutual
 antipathy has separated many interest associations from neoliberal experts and pop-
 ulist leaders.

 Sources of Institutional Strength for Neoliberal Populism

 To attack their common adversaries and promote the promised change, populist
 leaders and neoliberal reformers need a strong institutional base. Despite their cur-
 rent antistate rhetoric, both populists and neoliberals therefore seek to concentrate
 power at the top of the state, especially in the presidency. Neoliberal experts need
 great political strength to advance their painful reform program against powerful
 opposition. Populists use this concentration of power to boost their personal leader-
 ship.

 A Strong, Directly Elected Presidency as Institutional Platform Populist lead-
 ers are much more likely to arise in regimes with a strong executive office that is
 filled by direct popular election and is independent from continued party support
 (see Table 2). These institutional preconditions are fulfilled in most of Latin
 America's presidential systems and in the semipresidential systems adopted by sev-
 eral East European countries. Presidential election campaigns provide the best
 opportunity to focus mass attention on a personal leader. Furthermore, their fixed
 term of office allows presidents to employ populist tactics and maintain distance
 from parties without endangering their continuation in power. Thus, presidential sys-
 tems in particular but also semipresidential systems with strong presidents provide
 favorable institutional settings for populism.43

 By contrast, parliamentary systems, as in Czechoslovakia and Hungary, make
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 Table 2 Institutional Structures as Necessary Conditions for Neoliberal Populism

 PARTY WEAKNESS OR RISE
 OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
 VIA AN ESTABLISHED
 POPULIST PARTY

 PARTY STRENGTH AND
 RISE OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
 OUTSIDE AN ESTABLISHED
 POPULIST PARTY

 STRONG
 POPULARLY
 ELECTED
 PRESIDENCY

 NO STRONG
 POPULARLY
 ELECTED
 PRESIDENCY

 Argentina 1989(1)
 Brazil 1990?1)
 Peru 1985

 Peru 1990Q(1)

 Venezuela 1988/89(1)
 Poland 19 (1)

 aine 1994(1)

 Chile 1990, 1994
 Uruguay 1985, 1990

 Bolivia 1985, 1989
 Czechoslovakia 1990

 Czech Republic 1996
 Hungary 1990, 1994

 (1) Neoliberal populist governments are underlined.

 Sources: Shugart and Carey; Wolfgang Merkel, "Institutionalisierung und Konsolidierung der
 Demokratie in Ostmitteleuropa," in Wolfgang Merkel, ed., Systemwechsel 2 (Opladen: Leske,
 1996), pp. 78-79.

 populism's rise less likely. The greater role of parties leaves less room for personal
 leaders in election campaigns. Furthermore, the continued dependence of the effec-
 tive part of the executive branch on party support prevents a leader with an adversar-
 ial relationship to parties from remaining in office for long. Parliamentary systems
 are therefore less propitious settings for populists. Where such leaders arise, they
 have difficulties in ensuring their continuity in office, as the troubled governments
 of Vladimir Meciar in Slovakia show. In presidential systems such as Bolivia's,
 where parliament selects the chief executive from several candidates who achieved
 significant vote shares in popular elections, the rise of populist presidents is also
 unlikely.44

 Critics of presidentialism claim, however, that its strict separation of powers cre-
 ates deadlock and policy paralysis, dangers that are even more pronounced in semi-
 presidential, dual executive systems.45 These arguments suggest an incompatibility
 between populism, which is more likely to emerge in presidential and semipresiden-
 tial systems, and neoliberal reform, which is said to proceed more easily under par-
 liamentarism. But these claims are questionable. Especially in countries with high
 party fragmentation, parliamentarism may not further market reform.46 It is difficult
 to sustain a government with a welter of fluid parties, and a chief executive depen-
 dent upon such precarious support may hesitate to enact drastic change. Since
 neoliberal restructuring imposes short-term costs on important sectors, its adoption
 could prompt the withdrawal of party backing and trigger a government crisis. To
 forestall a premature fall, governments may avoid determined change. Even where
 parties are stronger, parliamentarism does not necessarily favor drastic reform. Thus,
 contrary to the Czechoslovak government,47 Hungary's first democratic administra-
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 tion (1990-94) rejected the "big-bang" approach for abandoning state socialism and
 embarked on a cautious, gradual transition.48

 In inchoate party systems, in particular, a strong president with a fairly secure
 tenure in office may be equally if not more willing to initiate costly, controversial
 reforms than a parliamentary government would be.49 Not dependent on continuous
 consent, such a president can adopt measures that entail short-term costs. Therefore,
 a powerful, virtually unremovable president may be less reluctant to cross the "valley
 of tears" than a prime minister who has to fear a no confidence vote at any moment.
 Even in East Europe's semipresidential systems, where both types of executive coex-
 ist, powerful presidents may guarantee the advance of reform, as the Russian case
 suggests. Thus, as parliamentarism is not a superior setting for drastic reform, the
 institutional preconditions of populism and neoliberalism are indeed compatible.

 Neoliberal experts, such as Cavallo, Bolofia, Gaidar, and Chubais, have in fact been
 eager to ally themselves with strong heads of state in presidential and semipresiden-
 tial systems. They do not see these systems' strict separation of powers as a crippling
 obstacle to profound reform, but rather seek to take advantage of the independence
 and prerogatives of a strong presidency.

 Joint Efforts to Concentrate Power Populist leaders and neoliberal experts also
 coincide in their determined efforts to concentrate power and fortify the command-
 ing heights of the state. Despite their antistate rhetoric, neoliberal reformers realize
 they need a strong institutional base to impose painful changes. Since few social
 groups actively push for drastic market reform, neoliberal experts paradoxically need
 powerful state agencies to impose a free market system against considerable opposi-
 tion. Populists, in turn, reinforce the apex of the state to boost their own leadership.
 Since presidential and semipresidential systems-the most propitious institutional
 settings for populism-embody a separation of powers, these leaders constantly seek
 to skew the balance of influence in their favor.

 Populists therefore strengthen the executive branch through drastic administrative
 reform. Collor's ministerial reorganization tied many portfolios closely to the presi-
 dency; Fujimori boosted the attributions and budget of the ministry of the presiden-
 cy; Yeltsin instituted a national security council with ever more wide-ranging power;
 Kuchma subordinated the regional governments to the national presidency; and
 Walqsa sought incessantly to expand the powers of his office (but was less successful
 in Poland's dual executive, semipresidential system). These presidents also pressed
 for more extensive decree authority. Facing severe crises, parliaments often delegat-
 ed legislative powers at least temporarily. Collor, Fujimori, Kuchma, Menem, Perez,
 and Yeltsin avidly used this authority, enacting crucial neoliberal measures by
 decree.50

 Populist leaders have also skewed the balance of power between president and
 legislature through constitutional reform. Both Fujimori and Yeltsin disbanded oppo-
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 sition-controlled parliaments and imposed new constitutions that greatly expanded
 presidential attributions. Kuchma applied populist tactics, such as threats to mobilize
 the public, to make parliament approve constitutional rules that boosted presidential
 powers. Collor and Walqsa also pressed for constitutional reform but were largely
 unsuccessful. Furthermore, some leaders have extended their personal power by
 eliminating constitutional rules that prohibited immediate reelection. Fujimori and
 Menem indeed won second terms and have lobbied for the right to run for a third
 consecutive term. Thus, populists have constantly sought and often managed to
 aggrandize their power and weaken the checks and balances inherent in presidential
 and semipresidential systems.

 Beyond strengthening the government, populist leaders and neoliberal experts
 have also made joint efforts to fortify the core of the state. For instance, they have
 combatted fiscal crises not only through budget austerity, but also through tax
 reforms designed to stabilize or increase extraction from society. They have especial-
 ly sought to raise revenues beyond the low levels prevailing during the crisis and the
 initial steps of marketization. While cutting nominal income tax rates and eliminat-
 ing distortionary "tax handles," neoliberal experts have created or raised nondistor-
 tionary taxes, such as a value-added tax, and have improved fiscal administration
 and combatted tax evasion. In Argentina, Brazil, and Peru the tax burden has indeed
 increased significantly in recent years.51 In Poland, Russia, and Ukraine, where mar-
 ketization entails a reduction in the overall fiscal burden, governments have tried to
 guarantee a solid revenue base for the state's more concentrated tasks, but progress
 has been difficult so far. Tax revenues continued to fall after the initiation of drastic

 market reform in Russia and Ukraine. But they increased in Poland from 33.8 per-
 cent of GDP (1989) to 39.1 percent (1993).52

 Populist leaders support these efforts to guarantee fiscal extraction because they
 hope to resume discretionary spending, especially through targeted social programs
 designed to solidify their mass support. Such antipoverty measures, which benefit
 the poorest sectors or the main losers from painful reform, are attractive to populist
 leaders and citizens in Latin America. In eastern Europe, while the universalist wel-
 fare states established under state socialism are financially bankrupt and have suf-
 fered increasing restrictions in their generous entitlement rules, targeted social pro-
 grams that allow for more discretionary spending are on the rise.53 Neoliberal
 experts (and international financial institutions) advocate these antipoverty measures
 as cheap means to buy support for market reforms without endangering budget equi-
 librium. In fact, neoliberalism advocates protecting the poor who can not help them-
 selves.54 Thus, neopopulist leaders and neoliberal experts agree on extending mini-
 mal support to the destitute.

 While tax reforms seek to guarantee public resources, other neoliberal state
 reforms cut fiscal losses and strengthen the state's commanding heights through a
 strategic retreat from excessive interventionism. Through privatization neoliberals
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 want to discard public agencies that are penetrated by social groups and that the gov-
 ernment can no longer use for targeted intervention. In earlier decades the govern-
 ment managed to guide industrialization by participating in production through pub-
 lic enterprises. But the public sector's uncontrolled growth eroded the government's
 capacity for supervision and allowed public enterprise managers to benefit their
 cronies in society. In Latin America business groups captured many public firms and
 turned them into spigots of state largesse. In eastern Europe apparatchiki went even
 further and appropriated public enterprise assets. Since the government has no real-
 istic chance to regain control over public enterprises, it deliberately sheds these out-
 lying parts of the state to stem the hemorrhage of fiscal resources to sectors with
 privileged political access. In this way, the apex of the state cuts its losses, earns
 some revenues, and, while not recuperating its initial strength, enhances its effective
 power compared to the low levels prevailing during the decay of import-substitution
 industrialization and state socialism.

 While neoliberal experts therefore push hard for massive privatization, populist
 leaders often support this plan. The sale of public enterprises does not diminish their
 power, and the revenues earned help finance new discretionary spending. A deter-
 mined attack on public enterprise managers and employees also proves populists'
 bold leadership and allows them to eliminate the cronies of their predecessors and
 rivals from the state apparatus. Thus, privatization yields political benefits for pop-
 ulist leaders, at least in the short run.

 In sum, populist leaders and neoliberal experts coincide in their incessant efforts
 to concentrate power at the apex of the state. Neoliberals seek to enact market
 reform in a top-down fashion, and populist presidents want to strengthen their per-
 sonal leadership.

 Inflationary Crises as Triggers of Populist Neoliberalism

 The preceding sections have analyzed institutional preconditions of populism's rise.
 Party weakness and a strong presidency, however, constitute only permissive causes.
 What triggers the emergence of populist leaders? Above all, what makes these lead-
 ers embrace neoliberal policies that earlier generations of populists shunned? In fact,
 the first wave of populist leaders in Latin America's new democracies-especially
 Peru's Alan Garcia-rejected orthodox adjustment. Nowadays, many populist oppo-
 sition politicians, such as Cuauhtemoc Cirdenas in Mexico, Vladimir Zhirinovsky in
 Russia, and Istvin Csurka in Hungary, challenge market reforms and advocate a turn
 to state-interventionist, redistributive, or nationalist policies.55 Even populist presi-
 dents accept many facets of neoliberal adjustment only as a necessary evil. Rather
 than observe budget austerity, they would prefer to buy massive support through
 large-scale spending. Similarly, they resent the dictates of neoliberal experts and
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 international financial institutions and would prefer wide latitude for political
 machinations.

 What induced many contemporary populists to adopt neoliberal programs, usual-
 ly after becoming president, were deep economic crises, especially skyrocketing
 inflation, which quickly imposed tremendous losses on the population.
 Hyperinflation or grave repressed inflation, exacerbated by spiralling fiscal deficits,
 left new populist presidents only two choices: either muddle through with gradual
 adjustment measures designed to limit immediate pain, or confront the crisis head-
 on through determined, bold stabilization efforts. As befits charismatic leaders, the
 new presidents took the crisis as an opportunity to prove their "extraordinary" capac-
 ities. Proceeding with great courage, they adopted daring shock programs designed
 to save their nations from impending doom, though at considerable economic and
 political risk. In fact, populist presidents turned adversity to advantage by using
 neoliberal reforms to attack their enemies and strengthen their personal leadership,
 as explained above. Thus, only in deep inflationary crises did neoliberal populism
 emerge (see Table 3).

 Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Poland, Ukraine, Russia, and Venezuela suffered from

 Table 3 Inflationary Crises and Institutional Structures as Sufficient Conditions for
 Neoliberal Populism

 PARTY WEAKNESS OR
 RISE OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
 VIA AN ESTABLISHED

 POPULIST PARTY,
 AND STRONG,
 POPULARLY ELECTED
 PRESIDENCY

 PARTY STRENGTH AND
 RISE OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
 OUTSIDE AN ESTABLISHED
 POPULIST PARTY,
 OR NO STRONG,
 POPULARLY ELECTED
 PRESIDENCY

 HYPER-

 INFLATION

 SEVERE
 REPRESSED

 INFLATION

 NO IMMINENT
 EXPLOSION OF
 INFLATION

 Argentina 1989(1)(2)
 Brazil 1990(1)(2)

 Peru 1990(1)(2)
 Poland 1989/99(1)(2)
 Ukraine 1994(1)(2)

 Bolivia 1985

 Venezuela 1988/89(1)
 Russia 1991(1)

 Peru 1985  Bolivia 1989

 Chile 1990, 1994
 Uruguay 1985, 1990
 Czechoslovakia 1990

 Czech Republic 1996
 Hungary 1990, 1994

 (1) Neoliberal populist governments are underlined. (2) Countries with widespread initial support
 for drastic market reform and its initiator.

 Sources: Haggard and Kaufman; World Bank, From Plan to Market (Washington, D.C.: World
 Bank, 1996), pp. 173-74.
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 severe economic problems. The first five nations experienced unprecedented bouts
 of hyperinflation. Monthly price rises skyrocketed to 114.5 percent in Argentina
 (June 1989), 81.3 percent in Brazil (February 1990), 63.2 percent in Peru (July
 1990), 54.8 percent in Poland (October 1989), and 66.4 percent in Ukraine (last
 trimester of 1993). In Russia open inflation reached 92.7 percent during all of 1990,
 despite price controls, whose elimination threatened to unleash hyperinflation. In
 Venezuela the incumbent government artificially repressed inflation through price
 controls in 1988, but incoming president Perez knew that due to an enormous fiscal
 deficit the country was "teetering on the brink of collapse."56 Thus, all seven coun-
 tries seemed headed towards economic catastrophes.

 These crises made many Argentines, Brazilians, Peruvians, Poles, and Russians
 turn against the established political class. They voted instead for populist outsiders
 who promised to save the country-Menem (1989), Collor (1989), Fujimori
 (1990),57 Yeltsin (1991), and the Solidarity movement led by Walqsa (1989).58 In a
 similar vein, Kuchma, who, though being an insider, depicted himself often as a
 reformist challenger and promised to end Ukraine's severe economic problems, espe-
 cially by reestablishing closer relations with Russia, defeated incumbent Leonid
 Kravchuk in 1994. Absent deep crises, these candidates would have had little chance
 to win government power. Immediately upon taking office, the new leaders, as well
 as the Solidarity government of Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki, who was not a
 populist, enacted drastic stabilization measures, discarding more gradual, less risky
 alternatives. Thus, open crises greatly facilitated the rise of populist leaders and
 induced them (or the governments they helped install, as in Poland) to adopt neolib-
 eral reforms. Severe crises thus trigger the emergence of neoliberal populism.

 The contrasting cases of Chile, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Uruguay corrobo-
 rate this argument. The economic problems of these nations, especially inflation,
 were far less acute. Annual price rises reached 21.4 percent in Chile (1989), 18 per-
 cent in Czechoslovakia (1990), 33 percent in Hungary (1990), and 72.2 percent in
 Uruguay (1985), with similar levels in subsequent years. Thus, these nations' citi-
 zens were not facing the danger of catastrophic losses. Therefore, and because of the
 institutional constraints analyzed above, populist candidates did not attain much
 electoral success, and new governments adopted prudent, gradualist policies, avoid-
 ing bold neoliberal measures (except for Czechoslovakia's surprising big-bang
 reforms, discussed below). Thus, absent a severe inflationary crisis, neoliberal pop-
 ulism did not emerge.

 Under two conditions, however, contemporary populists who face grave econom-
 ic problems may not adopt drastic market reform. First, in newly independent coun-
 tries that remain dependent on a powerful neighbor, expected help from this "big
 brother" may appear as a magic solution to a deep crisis that is less costly than
 neoliberal restructuring. Thus, authoritarian populist Alexander Lukashenko in
 Belarus, the segment of the former USSR with the longest-standing connection to
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 Russia, has avoided marketization and promoted reintegration with Russia.59 By
 contrast, geographical proximity to advanced capitalist countries and the resulting
 hope of economic integration reinforce the move towards a market economy, even
 when crisis symptoms are not severe. Accordingly, the desire to "return to Europe"
 inspired the adoption of shock therapy in Czechoslovakia and determined stabiliza-
 tion in Estonia.60 International connections thus influence governments' response to
 economic problems.

 Second, after the initiation of market reform rising populists can appeal to the
 losers from adjustment and propose a return to the "good old days" of state paternal-
 ism. The promise to decelerate market reform is especially attractive to voters if it
 invokes ethnic nationalism, as in Slovakia under Vladimir Meciar, or if neoliberal
 measures have failed to stabilize the economy. Thus, Perez's failure in Venezuela
 favored the populist campaign of Rafael Caldera in 1993, who as president reversed
 many market reforms.61 The risk of a populist backlash against neoliberalism thus
 persists in the contemporary period. Walqsa's contribution to drastic market reform
 in Poland, which Solidarity prime minister Mazowiecki had initiated on his own, was
 to help prevent such a backlash. By criticizing aspects of Mazowiecki's shock pro-
 gram in the 1990 presidential campaign, Walqsa voiced popular grievances, defeat-
 ing a surprisingly successful populist challenger, Stanislaw Tyminski. And despite
 his earlier criticism, president Walqsa retained as finance minister the shock pro-
 gram's architect, Leszek Balcerowicz. In later years he defended marketization
 against resistance from the postcommunist coalition that won the 1993 election.
 Thus, while Walqsa did not start neoliberal reform, his populist leadership helped
 sustain its progress.

 Except for these special circumstances-overwhelming external dependence or
 backlash against earlier neoliberal measures-severe economic crises furthered the
 emergence of populist leaders who adopted determined market reforms. Where grave
 problems were visible to the citizenry, the tough, painful adjustment programs of
 neoliberal populists also elicited surprisingly high initial support, whereas in nations
 with less severe problems similar measures triggered fierce, sometimes violent rejec-
 tion. Where hyperinflation prevailed, in particular, neoliberal shock programs found
 widespread immediate endorsement because they averted an imminent catastrophe.
 During the first few weeks this approval reached 72-77 percent in Argentina, 71-81
 percent in Brazil, 50-60 percent in Peru (against 25-30 percent rejection), and 90.3
 percent in Poland.62 This strong initial support silenced veto groups and helped pop-
 ulist presidents enact structural reforms. By contrast, where inflation was artificially
 repressed through price controls, as in Russia and Venezuela, citizens were less aware
 of the grave difficulties afflicting their country and therefore rejected the drastic sta-
 bilization and liberalization measures adopted by Yeltsin and Perez. Rejection of
 reforms reached 71 percent in Russia (February 1992) and 53 percent in Venezuela
 (April 1989).63 Whereas Yeltsin used extraconstitutional means-the dismissal of par-
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 liament-to protect market reform against opposition, Perez upheld democracy and
 saw his neoliberal program obstructed by ever stronger resistance.

 High initial support for painful stabilization in countries suffering from hyperin-
 flation disconfirmed expectations of rejection and protest. This widespread backing
 enabled populist leaders to impose structural adjustment under democracy and often
 safeguard their political survival. Populism also helped legitimate market reform in
 the medium run, when relief about averting full-scale hyperinflation faded, the short-
 term costs of neoliberal shock programs became obvious, and popular support
 dropped, sometimes drastically. By claiming to promote the common good of "the
 people" against selfish "special interests," populism yields an ideological justifica-
 tion for market reforms, which initially have fairly clear, concentrated losers (espe-
 cially certain sectors of producers), but more unclear, diffuse winners (such as the
 heterogeneous mass of consumers). The losers are often better organized than the
 potential winners. Indeed, many eventual winners, such as rising entrepreneurs,
 emerge only after neoliberal reforms take effect.64 Therefore, pure self-interest is
 insufficient in forging majority support for neoliberalism. Populist appeals to the
 common good, which a market system furthers by enhancing aggregate efficiency,
 help fill this support gap. Thus, populist slogans may compensate for some of the
 uncertainties of a neoliberal transition.

 In sum, severe crises trigger the emergence of populist leaders and their alliance
 with neoliberal experts. By averting an imminent catastrophe, populists also prove
 their charisma and garner support for drastic market reform. Thus, the interaction of
 three factors-party weakness, a strong, popularly elected presidency, and a grave
 inflationary crisis-brings forth neoliberal populism.

 Conclusion

 This article contradicts established theories by demonstrating the compatibility of
 populist politics and neoliberal economics in contemporary Latin America and east-
 ern Europe. Especially in fluid, inchoate party systems, populism facilitates market
 reform, which in turn allows populist presidents to boost their leadership. Thus, in
 countries suffering from institutional fragmentation and deep economic crises, polit-
 ical populism and economic liberalism can reinforce each other.

 The coincidence of populist politics and neoliberal economics is not a universally
 prevailing historical necessity, however. Rather, populist leaders arise only under cer-
 tain institutional conditions, especially in polities with weak parties and a strong,
 directly elected presidency, and they ally themselves with neoliberal experts only
 when facing severe crises. Thus, the combination of populism and neoliberalism is
 contingent on certain preconditions; it appears in several, but not all, of the cases
 under investigation. In fact, the neoliberal-populist association is much stronger in
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 Latin America, where market reformers depend on populist leaders to dislodge the
 established "political class." In eastern Europe, by contrast, Communism's dramatic
 fall allowed both populist and nonpopulist outsiders to win office and enact drastic
 marketization. Also, in some East European countries, ethnic nationalism or depen-
 dencies created by past Russian predominance have enabled the rise of populists
 who reject neoliberalism and delay market reform.

 Where neoliberalism and populism coexist, their combination has contradictory
 effects on political and economic development. While populism facilitates the initia-
 tion of market reform in unpropitious settings, such as inchoate party systems, it
 may hinder the institutionalization of the market system. By preempting or control-
 ling opposition to structural adjustment, neoliberal populists have achieved what
 observers considered impossible a mere twelve years ago: enacting neoliberal reform
 under democracy. Populism may, however, obstruct the consolidation of neoliberal-
 ism. Personal leaders who seek wide latitude are reluctant to commit to new institu-

 tions, especially the universalist rules so crucial for a market system. Where a rou-
 tinization of charisma nevertheless occurs, the new institutional framework may be
 heavily distorted to accommodate the personal leader's predominant position. The
 resulting imbalance of power could imperil property rights, scare off investors, and
 thus obstruct growth. While constituting a brilliant solution for an immediate prob-
 lem-the initiation of market reform under democracy-neoliberal populism may
 turn into a birth defect for the democratic capitalism emerging in Latin America and
 eastern Europe.

 NOTES

 My biggest thanks go to David Bartlett, who thoughtfully commented on three versions of this article. I
 also thank Barry Ames, Wendy Hunter, William Smith, and the anonymous reviewers for invaluable com-
 ments, Jeffrey Lehtman for excellent research assistance, and Vanderbilt's University Research Council
 for generous support.
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